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Fibrewise Decomposition of Generalized
Suspension Spaces and Loop Spaces
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Nobuyuki ODA*

Abstract
We work in the category Topf of fibrewise pointed topological spaces over B. Let
r be a co-Hopf space (which need not be co-associative) in Topf. The /'^-suspension
space rBX and the r^-loop space P\X of a fibrewise pointed space X over B are defined
as generalization of the usual suspension space Ji A" and the loop space QX respectively,
/^-suspension spaces and /""s-loop spaces have some properties similar to those of the
usual suspension spaces and loop spaces. This is an example of Eckmann-Hilton duality.
In this paper, decomposition theorems of /"^-suspension space rBX and Ts-loop space
r%X are proved. Short exact sequences of homotopy sets involving /"^-suspension spaces
or r#-loop spaces are obtained in the category of algebraic loops.

Introduction
The suspension space IX of a topological space X is defined by IX=
Sl/\X, the smash product of 1-sphere S1 and the space X. The loop space of
X is QX=map*(S1, X), the space of base point preserving continuous maps
/: S1^>X with compact-open topology.
Let F be a co-Hopf space in Topf, that is, a fibrewise co-Hopf space over
B (cf. James [7, 8]). For each fibrewise pointed space X over B, we define
the F B-suspension space PBX of X by FBX=r/\BX and the FB-loop space F$X
of X by F%X=ma.p%(F, X}. If B—^- and F=S1, then the /Vsuspension space
FBX is the usual suspension space IX and the FB-loop space FBX is the usual
loop space QX. If F=I=BxS1 of Topi, then FBX^IBX, the reduced fibrewise suspension space of X and F^X—QBX, the fibrewise loop space of X.
(We remark that James [7, 8] uses the symbols IBX and QBX for reduced
fibrewise suspension space and fibrewise loop space respectively. But we use
our abbreviated symbols in this paper for simplicity, since we work only in the
category Topi of fibrewise pointed topological spaces over B.)
The purpose of this paper is to extend some of the familiar results on the
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usual suspension spaces and loop spaces to /Vsuspension spaces and FB-loop
spaces in Topf .
In § 1 we review some definitions in Topi and prove fundamental results
on decompositions of co-Hopf spaces and Hopf spaces in Top|. Hilton, Mislin
and Roitberg [5] obtained a decomposition theorem of co-Hopf spaces under
some conditions in Theorem 4.2 of £5]. The result of (2) of the following
Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of their result. We call a co-Hopf space A in
Topf a co-looplike space in Topf or a fibrewise co-looplike space over B if
[A, Z]| is naturally an algebraic loop for each space Z in Topi (cf . § 1).
Theorem 1.1. Let A -^ X ~^-> C be a fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence of
fibrewise co-looplike spaces and fibrewise co-Hopf maps with fibrewise pointed
homotopy retraction r:X-*A such that r°i—BlA (r need not be a fibrewise coHopf map), then the following results hold.
(1) There is a short exact sequence
q*

i*

0 — > [C, Z]g — -> [X, Z]| — > IA, Z]i — > 0
of algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space Z in Topf.
(2) There is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

We also prove the dual result of the above theorem. In § 2 we study FBsuspension space for any fibrewise co-looplike space F over B. By Theorem
1.1 above we have, for example, the following result (Theorem 2.1(2));
Let i : AdX be a cofibration in Topf. If A is /Vretractile in X (that is,
there exists a fibrewise map r:FBX—>FBA such that r°FBi^B\.rBA), then we
have a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

FBX^BFB(X/BA)VBFBA.
When B=* and F^S1, Theorem 2.1(2) mentioned above is a well-known result
(cf. (15.1) of Baues [1] and (6.27) of James [7]). For S=BxS1, see 4 (p. 175)
of James [8]. This enables us to prove, for example, the following decompositions.
Theorem 2.2. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let X and Y be fibrewise non- degenerate spaces. Let M be any subspaces of XxBY such that

and ~] : X\f BY— >M a fibrewise pointed cofibration.
pointed homotopy decomposition

Then we have a

FBM^BFBXVBFBY\/BrB{M/B(X\/BY)}.

fibrewise
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To prove decompositions of subspaces of fibrewise product space XxBY in
Theorems 2.2, 2.4, 2.5 and Corollary 2.3, the concept fibrewise non- degenerate
space of James [8] plays a very important role.
The special cases of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 are known when B=*
and r=2=S1 (cf. (15.9) of Baues [1] and Lemma 1.1.5.1 of Zabrodsky [14]).
For the case S=BxSl in Topi, see (22.6) of James [8].
In § 3, we study some properties of /Vloop spaces. We prove dual formulas
of those in § 2. We may consider these results as Eckmann-Hilton duality (cf .
§ 11 of Hilton [4]). The /Vsuspension functor and the /Vloop functor are
different from the suspension functor and the loop functor in algebraic homotopy theory (cf. Baues [1] or Quillen [10]). Let I=BxS1. In §4 we show
that JLVretractile implies /Vretractile and ^-retractile implies Fl-retractile
for any co-Hopf space F in Topf . The author would like to thank Professor
N. Iwase for suggesting that retractile implies /^-retractile when the co-Hopf
space F is a CW-complex in the category of topological spaces with base point.
§ 1. Decompositions of Fibrewise Spaces over B
Let Top be the category of topological spaces. We define the category
Topf of the fibrewise pointed topological spaces over B following James [7]
and [8].
An object in Topi is a pair of maps B-^X^B in Top such that p°s=lB,
the identity map. For each point b^B, we regard s(b) the base point of the
subspace p'^b), the fibre over b. We write s(b)=*b and call * B ={* 6 jbe5} the
fibrewise base point.
A morphism / : (B^X^B)-*(B^Y-^B} in Top! is a map / : X->Y in Top
such that f°s=t and q°f=p. We write / : X—B>Y or simply f\X-*Y for a
morphism in Topf.
Thus Top| is a category of fibrewise pointed topological spaces and fibrewise
pointed maps. A fibrewise pointed homotopy relation is denoted by ^B and the
set of the fibrewise pointed homotopy classes in Topf is denoted by \_X, F]f .
The fibrewise wedge sum XVBY is a subspace of fibrewise product XxBY
by the inclusion map jB : XVBYc:XxBY.
We denote by AXiB: X-*XxBX the
fibrewise diagonal map and ^x,B '• XVBX-»X the fibrewise folding map. We denote by *fi : X—>Y the fibrewise constant map.
Let A be a subspace of X in Topf. Then the fibrewise quotient space is
denoted by X/BA. The fibrewise smash product is defined by X/\BY —
(XXBY}/B(X\/BY}.
The fibrewise pointed mapping-space (§9 of [8]) is denoted
by mapf(F, Z) and we have an isomorphism of fibrewise homotopy sets

(cf. (9.14) and (9.25) of [8]). Let S=BxS1 in Top|. Then ZBX=Z/\BX

is
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the fibrewise reduced suspension space of X and QBX=S:BX = mapB(2} X) is the
fibrewise loop space of X.
Let S be a set with a binary operation -\-(not necessarily commutative nor
associative here). We call 5 an algebraic loop if 5 has two-sided identity (denoted by 0) and for any elements a, b of S, the equations
xjra = b and a+y=b
have a unique pair of solutions x, y<=S (cf. James [6], Rutter [11], Hilton,
Mislin and Roitberg [5]).
A map r: S—*L between two algebraic loops is called a homomorphism if
T(a+b)=r(a)-{-T(b) holds for any a, b^S, If r:S—>L is a homomorphism, we
have r(0)=0. A sequence

S -U L -^> R

(1)

of algebraic loops and homomorphisms is said to be exact if Im r=Ker a. Let
us suppose that the sequence (1) is exact and a(b)=a(c) for elements b, ceL.
Since L is an algebraic loop, there exist unique elements, d, rf'eL such that
d+b=c and b-\-d'=c. Since a is a homomorphism and R is an algebraic loop,
we have a(d)—a(df)—^. Then there exist elements a, a'eS such that t(a)—d
and r(a')=d' '. Thus we have shown that if a(b)=a(c}t then there exist a, a'
such that r(a)Jrb—c and b-j-r(a')— £• Especially, if 5=0 then a is a monomorphism.
By the above argument, we can use the terminology "long exact sequence"
and "short exact sequence" in the category of algebraic loops and homomorphisms. (cf. § 1.3 of Zabrodsky [14]).
A co-Hopf space A in Topi or a fibrewise co-Hopf space A over B is a
space with a fibrewise co-multiplication OiA-^AVsA, that is, the relation
jB°6 — B&A,B holds for the inclusion map jB\ A\/ BA—»AxBA and the fibrewise
diagonal map AA,B: A-* AxBA (cf. §19 of [8]).
Let A be a co-Hopf space in Top! with a fibrewise co-multiplication 6 : A—>
A\/BA. For any maps a, ft : A-+Z in Topi, we define a map a+Bfi - A—>Z in
Topf by
where ^Z,B- ZVBZ-*Z is the fibrewise folding map (cf. Oda [9]).
A co-looplike space A in Top! or a fibrewise co-looplike space A over B is a
fibrewise co-Hopf space over B which induces an algebraic loop structure in
[_A, Z~\B with the binary operation 4-B for any space Z in Top|. A fibrewise
co-Hopf map f : A-+A' between fibrewise co-Hopf spaces (A, 6) and (Af, 0') is
a fibrewise pointed map which makes the diagram
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ftbrewise pointed homotopy commutative.
An inclusion map i : AdX is called a cofibration in Topf or fibrewise
pointed cofibration if it has the fibrewise pointed homotopy extension property
(cf . § 21 of [8]).
Theorem 1.1. Let A -^ X -^ C be a fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence of
fibrewise co-looplike spaces and fibrewise co-Hopf maps with fibrewise pointed
homotopy retraction r:X-*A such that r°i^BlA (r need not be a fibrewise coHopf map}, then the following results hold.
(1) There is a short exact sequence

0 — > [C, Z]| — > [X, Z]g -U [/I, Z]g — > 0
of algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space Z in Topf.
(2) There is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

(It does not preserve fibrewise co-Hopf structure in general.)
Proof.

(1) Consider a fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence
i

q

o

A —>X —>C —>SBA -

2Bi

> I B X —> • • •

(cf. §21 of [8]). Since there exists a fibrewise pointed homotopy retraction
r:X—*A such that r°i~BlA and hence also 2Br°2Bi^BlvBA, we have a short
exact sequence of algebraic loops and homomorphisms

0 —> [C, Z]| -^

[X, Z]| -^> [A Z]g —> 0

for any space Z in Top! by a long fibrewise homotopy exact sequence.
(2) (cf. Proof of Theorem 4.2 of [5]) Let i, : C— CVBA and *2: A-^C\/BA
be the inclusion maps. Now the maps
ii°q:X — >C — > CV BA and i^r:X — > A — >CVBA
define a map ^—(ii°q)+B(iz°r}\ X-»C\/ BA. We show that this map f is a fibrewise pointed homotopy equivalence.
Consider the following commutative diagram
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where #! : C V^-*C is a projection. The horizontal sequences are exact in the
category of algebraic loops and homomorphisms. (We remark that f* is not a
homomorphism of loops.) Since there is an isomorphism of sets [CVsA Z]!
= [C, Z]!x[A Z]| (cf. §5 of [7] and § 19 of [8]), any element of [CV*A Z]f
can be written as <c, G> for unique elements ce[C, Z]! and 0e[A Z]!. We
see

Then using the properties of short exact sequence of algebraic loops and homomorphisms, we see that

Z]g— >[*, £]g

(2)

is an isomorphism of sets for any space Z in Top|.
We set Z=X in (2). Then we have a map 77: CVs^4—»X such that
f*( 7 )=i 7 .f= i ,l x .

(3)

We see that
, Z]g

(4)

is also an isomorphism for any space Z in Top|. We set Z==CVs^4 in (4),
then we have a map £' \ X-+C\/ BA such that
?*(f)=f°^*Wi.

(5)

Since )?°6~ s lx by (3) and ^°rj^BlCVBA by (5), we have £'-Bt; and hence
f is the desired fibrewise homotopy equivalence.
q. e. d.
A Hopf space Z in Top| or a fibrewise Hopf space Z over B
with a fibrewise multiplication ^ : ZxBZ-*Z such that fjt°JB—B^z,B
of [8]).
Let Z be a Hopf space in Top! with a fibrewise multiplication
-»Z. For any maps a, fi\X—»Z in TopJ, we define a map a+ Bfi
Topf by

is a space
(cf. (19.1)
^ : ZxBZ
• X— *Z in

where AX,^ J^— ^Tx s X is a fibrewise diagonal map (cf. [9]).
A looplike space Z in Top! or a fibrewise looplike space Z over B is a fibre-
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wise Hopf space over B which induces an algebraic loop structure in \_A, Z]|
with the binary operation +B for any space A in Topf.
Theorem 1.2. Let F-^E^Z be a fibrewise pointed fibration sequence of
fibrewise looplike spaces and fibrewise Hopf maps. If p : E—*Z has a fibrewise
pointed homotopy cross-section s : Z—*E such that p°s —Blz (s need not be a fibrewise Hopf map), then the following results hold.
(1) There is a short exact sequence
0 —> [4, F]g -^> [^, £]J -4. [4, Z]| —> 0

of algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space A in Topjj.
(2) There is fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

(It does not preserve fibrewise Hopf structure in general.)

Proof. (1) Since F-^E-^Z is a fibrewise pointed fibration sequence, we
have a long fibrewise pointed fibration sequence

QBp
3
i
p
---- > QBE — > QBZ — > F — >E — > Z
(cf. Crabb and James [2]). Since p : E—>Z has a fibrewise pointed homotopy
cross-section s : Z-*E such that p°s^Blz by our assumption, we have the result
by a long fibrewise homotopy exact sequence.
(2) We define C,:FxBZ^E by

where pl : FxBZ-*Fand p2 : FxBZ-*Z are projections. Then the result follows
by a dual argument of the proof of (2) of Theorem 1.1.
q.e.d.
§2.

TV-Suspension Space

In the following sections we assume that each fibrewise pointed topological
space has closed section so that we have natural equivalence

(cf. (3.80) of [7] and (6.1) of [8]).
Let F be a fibrewise co-Hopf space over B with a fibrewise co-multiplication 7: F-*r\/Br through §§2 and 3. We assume that P is fibrewise locally
compact and fibrewise regular so that we have IBFBX=BFBIBX for any space
X in Top| (cf. (6.2) of [8]). We do not assume that P is co-associative ^fibrewise homotopy associative [7, 8]). For any space X in Top/J, we define
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FBX—F/\BX

(the F B-suspension space of X).

A map f:X-*Y in TopJ induces a F 'B-suspension map FBf : FBX-+FBY.
see FBg°rBf=FB(g°f)
for any maps f : X-+Y and £ : F^Z in Topi.
define ^ : F BX-^F BXV BF BX by

r*=r A*IX : TAS^ —> (F\/BF)/\Bx^B(r/\Bx}\/B(r/\Bx}

We
We

.

Then /^Z is a fibrewise co-Hopf space with a fibrewise co-multiplication jx
for any fibrewise pointed space X over R. We have formulas

for any maps a : Y~*Z, ^T-FB X^Y

and d : W— X in Topi.

Remark. We assume that F is a fibrewise co-looplike space in many statements in the following discussion. But, the assumption that F is a fibrewise
co-looplike space can be replaced by the assumption that each homotopy set
[_FBX, F]|(^[Z, r'SF]!) which appears in our discussion is an algebraic loop
with the "addition" induced by the fibrewise co-Hopf structure of FBX (or the
fibrewise Hopf structure of F^Y , cf. §3). Let, for example, B=*. If F is a
co-Hopf space and if F and X have homotopy type of connected CW-complex,
then FBX is a co-looplike space by Saito [12] (cf. Rutter [11], Hilton, Mislin
and Roitberg [5]).
Let A be a subspace of X in Top| with an inclusion map i : AdX. We
say that A is FB-retractile in X (or i : A^X is TV-retractile) when there exists
a fibrewise pointed map r : FBX-^FBA such that r°FBi~BlrBA- If A is a fibrewise pointed homotopy retraction of X, that is, there exists a fibrewise pointed
map r : X^A such that r°i— B1A, then A is /Vretractile in X for any fibrewise
co-Hopf space F. We remark that when B=* and F=2=Sl (1-sphere), a subspace A of X is usually said to be retractile in X if Ii : Z A^ZX has a homotopy retraction r: IX— I A, namely, r°Si^lSA (cf. § 3 of [6] and (6.26) of [7]).
Theorem 2.1. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let i:AdX be a
fibrewise pointed cofibration in Top|. // A is F B-retractile in X, then the following results hold.
(1) There is a short exact sequence
0 —> \_FB(X/BA\

(rBq)*
(/V)*
Z]l > [_FBX, Z]I > IFBA, Z]| —> 0

of algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space Z in Top|.
(2) There is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition
FBX^BFB(X/BA)\/BrBA.
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(It does not preserve fibrewise co-Hopf structure in general.)
Proof.

Consider a long fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence
i

q

d

IBi

A —>X —> X/BA —> IBA —> IBX —
(cf. §21 of [8].)

This implies a long fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence

FBA -4. rBx -^ rB(x/BA] -^ IBFBA _rf_^ IBFBX —*...
Then the result follows by Theorem 1.1, since there exists a fibrewise homotopy retraction r : FBX~-*FBA such that r°FBi^BlpBA by our assumption, q. e. d.
James studied fibrewise non-degenerate space and fibrewise well-pointed space
in §22 of [8].
Theorem 2.2. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let X or Y be a
fibrewise n on-degenerate space. Let M be any subspace of XxBY such that

XyBYc:MciXxBY,
and J: XVBY—>M a fibrewise pointed cofibration.
pointed homotopy decomposition

Then we have a fibrewise

Proof. We assume that Y is a fibrewise non-degenerate space. (The case
that X is a fibrewise non-degenerate space is proved similarly.) Since X—
XxB{*B} is a fibrewise retraction of Mand XxB{*B}—>M is a fibrewise pointed
cofibration by (21.2) of [8], we have

by Theorem 2.1. Let N=M/B(XxB{*B}).
We remark that {*B\XBY-^N is a
fibrewise pointed cofibration by (21.2) of [8], for J : X\/BY-*M is a fibrewise
pointed cofibration by our assumption. Since Y— {*B\ XBY is a fibrewise retraction of N, and

we have FBN=rBYyBrB(N/BY)=rBYVBrB{M/B(XyBY)}
Thus we have rBM^BFBX\/ BFBY\/ BrB{M/B(XV BY)} .

by Theorem 2.1.
q.e.d.

As special cases of Theorem 2.2, we have the following results.
Corollary 2.3. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let (X, A) and (Y, D)
be any pairs of fibrewise non-degenerate spaces. Then we have the following
fibrewise pointed homotopy decompositions.
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(2)
(3)
Proof. Since (1) (XxBY, XV BY), (2) ((XxB{*B})\J(AxBY), XV BY) and (3)
((XVBY)U(AxBD), XVBY) are fibrewise pointed cofibred pair by (22.7) and
(21.2) of [8], we have the result by Theorem 2.2.
q.e.d.
Theorem 2.4. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let (X, A) and (Y, D)
be fibrewise pointed co fibred pairs of fibrewise non-degenerate spaces.
(1) // A is F B-retractile in X, then there is a fibrewise pointed homotopy
decomposition

(2) // A is F B-retractile in X and D is F B-retractile in Y ', then there is a
fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition
^B FB(X/BA) VBFBA V BFB(Y /BD) V BFBD
VBFB{(X/BA)/\B(Y/BD}}VBFB{(X/BA}/\BD}
VBFB{A/\B(Y/BD)}VBFB(A/\BD).
Proof.

(1)

FB(XxBY^BFBXVBrBYVBrB(X/\BY)

- B FB(X/BA) VBFBA V BFBY V B {FB(X/BA} V BFBA} A BY
^BFB(X/BA)VBrBAVBFBYVBrB{(X/BA)/\BY}VBrB(AABY).
(2) is obtained similarly.

q. e. d.

Theorem 2.5. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let (X, A) and (Y , D}
be fibrewise pointed pairs of fibrewise non-degenerate spaces. Let (XxBD)\j
( A X B Y ) be a subspace of XxBY.
(1) Let (X, A) be a closed fibrewise cofibred pair. If A is a fibrewise
pointed homotopy retraction of X, then there is a fibrewise pointed homotopy
decomposition
FB{(XxBD)\j(AxBY}}^BFBAVBFBYVBFB(A/\BY}
VBFB(X/BA)\/BrB{(X/BA)/\BD}.
(2) Let (X, A) and (Y , D) be closed fibrewise cofibred pairs. If A is a
fibrewise pointed homotopy retraction of X and D is a fibrewise pointed homotopy
retraction of Y , then there is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

FIBREVUSE DECOMPOSITIOJX
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v BrB(x/BA) v BrB(Y /BD]
\fBFB{A/\B(Y/BD)}VBFB{(X/BA)/\BD}.
Proof. (1) Let M=(XxBD)U(AxBY).
Since AxBY is a fibrewise pointed
homotopy retraction of M and AxBY-^M is a fibrewise pointed cofibration by
(20.7) and (21.2) of [8], we have

FBM-B

FB(AxBY)VBFB{M/B(AxBY}}

(cf. Proof of Theorem 2.2.)
(2) is obtained similarly.

q. e. d.

In the rest of this section we consider examples of F^-retractile subspaces
of a fibrewise product space.
Let M be any subspace of XxBY which contains X\/BY and ; : XV BY— >M
the inclusion map.
Proposition 2.6. Let F be any fibrewise co-Hopf space. Lei M be any subspace of XxBY which contains XV BY. Then X\/BY is F B-retractile in M, that
is, there exists a fibrewise pointed map p = p(F, X, Y, M) : F BM~- >F B(X\/ BY)
such that p°rBl^B
Proof. We define a map p = p(r, X, Y, M): FBM->FB(XV BY) as follows.
Let pl:XxBY— >X and pz\ XxBY~>Y be the projections and il:X— XV BY and
iz:Y-*XVBY the inclusion maps. Let p^p^M'.M^X
and p2=pz M: M— Y
be the restrictions of the projections. Then define

where Z=FB(XVBY) and f : F BM— T BM\/ BF BM is the fibrewise co-Hopf structure of F BM induced by the fibrewise co-Hopf structure j : F—>F\/BF of F.
We remark that FB(XV BY)~B FBXV BFBY (cf. (6.1) of [8]). It follows
then that
FBXXB{*B}
and
*B\ ^BFBY~B±rB(x\jBY)\

l*^} XBFBY .

q.e.d.

If the inclusion map j:XVBY—>M is a fibrewise pointed cofibration, then
there is a long fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence
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X VB Y - M - M

We have the following result for the map o in the above sequence.
Corollary 2.7. 3^B*B :

M/B(XVBY)-+2B(XVBY).

Proof. Set r=I—BxSl in Proposition 2.6, then we have a map p: I BM
-*2B(XVBY) such that P»%S]~B^IB(X\/BY^
Then we see d = lsBixvBY)°d=
( p ° F B ] ) ° d = p ° ( Z B ] ° d ) ~ B jo«»* fl =*B.
q. e. d.
Corollary 208, Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. If ~j : XV BYdM is
a fibrewise pointed cofibration, then the following results hold.
(1) There is a short exact sequence
0 — > irB{M/B(XVBY}},

Z]| -

> [TBM, Z]g -

> ^rB(XVBY\ Z]| —> 0

of algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space Z in Top|.
(2) There is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

Proof.

Consider the following fibrewise pointed cofibration sequence

rBu—>i
Then we have the result by Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.1.

§3. /VLoop Space
Let F be a fibrewise co-Hopf space over B.
", X)

For each ZeTopf, we define

(the FB-loop space of X).

A map f:X-+Y in Top| induces a FB-loop map r*/:/lX^r|F. We see
rtg°r%f=r%(g°f) for any maps f : X-*Y and g : Y-+Z in Top|. Let r'T-*
Fv Br be the fibrewise co-multiplication of F. We define 7$— mapKT", lz),
namely,
7$: mapJCr, X)xBmapj,(F,

X}=BmzpBB(FV

BF ,

X) — > mapj(r, X}.

(cf. (9.19) of [8].) Then F%X is a fibrewise Hopf space with a fibrewise multiplication 7! for any space X in Topf . There is a following isomorphism as
fibrewise Hopf spaces

(cf. (9.9) of [8]). We have formulas
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(na'ri and
for any maps a : Y-+Z, 0, J - X~>F%Y and d : W-*X in TopJ.
A map p : E~^Z in Top| is said to be Fl-retractile if F^p : FIE~>FIZ
has a fibrewise pointed homotopy cross-section s : F^Z-^F%E, namely, (F%p}°s

Theorem 3.1. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let F-^E^Z be a
fibrewise pointed fibration sequence in Top|. // p : E—>Z is F^-retractile, then
the following results hold.
(1) There is a short exact sequence

0 —> [A, /1F]|

UlO*

-

(r&O*

> [/I, r*£]f -

> [A, r*Z]f —> 0

oj algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space A in Topf .
(2) There is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

(It does not preserve fibrewise Hopf structure in general.)
r^i
r>
Proof. Since F^F — > F^E — > F^Z is a fibrewise pointed fibration sequence,
we have a long fibrewise pointed fibration sequence

QBF$P

---- > QBF*BE -

rlo

r$

rip

> QBF^Z —> FIF —> FIE —-> T|Z

(cf. Crabb and James [2]). Since F%p : F^E-^F^Z has a fibrewise pointed
homotopy cross-section s : F^Z—F^E such that (Flp)°s^BtrBz by our assumption, we have the result by Theorem 1.2.
q. e. d.
Proposition 3.2. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let M be any subspace of XxBY which contains X\/ BY . Let j : M~-^XxBY be the inclusion map.
Then j is F^-retractile, that is, there exists a fibrewise pointed map d —
d(F, X, Y, MY.rt(XxBY)-+r*M such that ( r S j ) - f l r ^ f l l r * r j r v f l y > .
Proof.

Since FIM is a fibrewise Hopf space, we can define a map

where pi : XxBY-»X, p2 : XxBY~-+Y are projections and 1 1 : X—>M, 1 2 : Y-+M are
inclusions and C = rz(XxBY).
The map f is the fibrewise Hopf structure of
F%M induced by the fibrewise co-Hopf structure j : F-+FV BF of F.
We remark that Fl(XxBY) =B FlXxBFlY . Then we have
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Similarly, we have (Flp^(FW°o^B(r%p^lr^x,BY^
(F^j)°ff-B lrjg(Xx 5 F).

Then we have
q. e. d.

M

Let X\>BY be the fibrewise homotopy fibre of the inclusion map j : M—>
.XX^F (cf. [2] or §23 of [8]). Let z : X *BY->M be the inclusion map.
Theorem 3.3. Let F be a fibrewise co-looplike space. Let M be any subspace
of XxBY which contains XV BY . Then the following results hold.
(1) There is a short exact sequence

o—
0/ algebraic loops and homomorphisms for any space A in Top|.
(2) There is a fibrewise pointed homotopy decomposition

Proof.

By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 we have the result.
§ 4. IB -Retractile and JJ-Retractile

Let p : ZBQBX-»X be the fibrewise adjoint of the identity map IQBX : QBX
->QBX. Sunderland [13] called the map 7 : X-*IBQBX in Top! a fibrewise
coretraction when it satisfies p°r— B^X> He generalized a result of Ganea [3]
to the category Top£, i. e. he showed that there is a bijection between fibrewise
pointed homotopy classes of fibrewise coretractions X—*2BQBX and fibrewise
pointed homotopy classes of fibrewise co-Hopf structures X->XVBX (cf. Theorem 1.1 of Ganea [3]). We use this result in the proof of the following propositions.
Proposition 4.1. // A is I B-retractile in X, then A is FB-retractile in X
for any fibrewise co-Hopf space F.
Proof. Let r : 2 BX— >2BA be a fibrewise pointed map such that r°IBi^B ISBASince F is a fibrewise co-Hopf space, there is a fibrewise pointed space
W(=QBF) and fibrewise pointed maps k : r~-*SBW and q : IBW~^F such that
q°k^Blr by the result of Sunderland [13].
Define F : FBX~*FBA by r=(q/\BlA)*(lw/\Br}*(k/\Blx):
F/\BX —^ IBW/\BX=BW/\BIBX

—> W/\BIBA=BIBW/\BA —> F/\BA.

FIBREWISE DECOMPOSITIONS

Then we have f°FBi~B^rBA by naturality.
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q.e.d.

Proposition 4.2. // p : E~>Z is I^-retractile, then it is FJrretractile for
any fibrewise co-Hopf space F.
Proof. Let s : I^Z~ >!%£ be a fibrewisep ointed map such that I^p°s — B^-^zUsing the fibrewise pointed maps k : F-* IBW and q : 2BW—*r in the proof of
Proposition 4.1, we define s: F^Z-^F^E by

Then we have F^p°s^Bl/<\]Z
map|(Z, Y).}

by naturality. (We used the notation: X%Y =
q. e. d.

Remark. rVretractile does not imply ^-retractile in general. (For example,
consider the case B={*} and F-J72, the double suspension.) But the question
of partial converse of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, due to Iwase, Sunderland and
others, is still open: Does FB-retractile imply I B-retractile for some F(^I] and
some class of fibrewise pairs (X, A] ?
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